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Re ent experiments on the quantum phase transition between nonmagneti (x  x ) and magneti ally ordered (x > x ) CeCu6 x Aux alloys,
o urring at a riti al on entration x  0:1 are reviewed. In parti ular,
we investigate how the q -dependen e of the riti al u tuations observed
for x = 0:1 by inelasti neutron s attering evolve when moving away from
the riti al on entration. We also explore the u tuations when a magneti ally ordered alloy (x = 0:2) is exposed to a magneti eld suppressing the
magneti order. Finally, we address the question whether at the quantum
phase transition the Kondo temperature vanishes, i.e. the heavy quasiparti les loose their identity, as proposed by re ent theories.
PACS numbers: 75.30.Mb, 71.27.+a, 71.10.Hf, 75.20.Hr

1. Introdu tion
CeCu6

x Aux has be

ome a prototype heavy-fermion system (HFS) where,

starting from not magneti ally ordered CeCu6 with strongly enhan ed Pauli
paramagnetism, Au doping introdu es long-range in ommensurate antiferromagnetism for Au

on entration

be ause the strength of the
tion

J

an be tuned by

 0:1 [1℄.
f

This transition arises

omposition, by virtue of the latti e expansion

by the large Au radius [2℄.

Indeed, the long-range magneti

suppressed by applying hydrostati



x>x

ondu tion-ele tron -ele tron ex hange intera -

pressure

p [2, 3℄.

Hen e

order

aused
an be

omposition and
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pressure

an be employed to tune the deli ate balan e between dominant

Kondo or RudermanKittelKasuyaYosida (RKKY) intera tions, whi h is

J

governed essentially by
CeCu6
the

[4℄. Of

ourse, for an anisotropi

x Aux with the orthorhombi

x or p dependen

e of the latti e parameters have to be taken into a

In addition, a small mono lini

distortion

Æ
(< 1:5 )

(For simpli ity, we always use the orthorhombi
tallographi

system su h as

Pnma stru ture, anisotropy ee ts in

dire tions.)

o

unit

urs for

ount.

x < 0:14

ell to denote the

[5℄.
rys-

However, a detailed study of this transition by

means of thermal expansion measurements has shown that it is not related
to a magneti
neti

instability [6℄.

instability, whi h

Thus, we are dealing with a

bona de

mag-

an ideally be tra ed to absolute zero temperature,

oering the possibility of studying a magneti

quantum phase transition. In

the vi inity of this transition, non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior manifests
itself as a strong deviation of thermodynami

and transport properties from

Fermi-liquid (FL) predi tions. The linear spe i -heat
a quires an unusual temperature dependen e,

T -dependent

 = 
m < 2.

part of the ele tri al resistivity

residual resistivity, varies as

  T m

with

= C=T

oe ient

 ln(T=T0 ),
0

where

and the

0

is the

It is generally believed that the NFL behavior observed in HFS at the
magneti -nonmagneti
magneti

transition arises from a proliferation of low-energy

ex itations [79℄.

parameter su h as
prin iple o

ur at

T

This transition, being indu ed by an external

on entration or pressure, as mentioned above, may in

=0

.

If the transition is

ontinuous, it is driven by

T

quantum u tuations instead of thermal u tuations in niteThe

transitions.

riti al behavior of su h a quantum phase transition (QPT) at

governed by the dimension

d and the dynami

al exponent

z.

T

=0

is

In the Hertz

de = d + z . Hen e
de = 4 ex ept in the

Millis theory [7, 8℄ the ee tive dimension is given by
one is in general above the upper
marginal

ase

d = z = 2.

riti al dimension

While in three spatial dimensions the renormalization-group treatment
by Millis [8℄ essentially

orroborates the previous predi tions of the self-

onsistent renormalization (SCR) theory of spin u tuations [9℄, new results
are obtained for two-dimensional (2D) systems.
tions

The

ase of 2D u tua-

oupled to itinerant quasiparti les with 3D dynami s has been worked

out by Ros h

i.e. C=T

et al.

[10℄.

The NFL features observed in CeCu6

 ln(T=T0 ) and  

nario. Indeed, inelasti

x = 0:1 single

T,

x Aux ,

an be ni ely explained by this s e-

neutron s attering (INS) experiments performed on a

rystal over a wide range in re ipro al spa e revealed a strong

spatial anisotropy of the

riti al magneti

u tuations, thus suggesting the

presen e of quasi 2D u tuations [11℄.
On the other hand, a detailed study of the energy and temperature
dependen e of the u tuations

arried out by S hröder

et al. [12, 13℄ demon-
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strated

E=T

onvin ingly

s aling of the dynami

x

709

Aux

sus eptibility, indi ating

that taking the HertzMillis theory at fa e value, one is in fa t below
the upper

riti al dimension.

Even more, the

= 0:75

anomalous s aling exponent
Lorentzian response (

=1

i.e. E

= 0;

q

omes with an

E=T

s aling

 for another NFL system,

[14℄) appears everywhere in the Brillouin zone, and

is even observed for the
(

s aling

). In addition, this highly unusual

(observed earlier  with a dierent value of

i.e. UCu5 x Pdx

E=T

that is distin tly dierent from the

=0

T

dependen e of the stati

= 0:8

uniform sus eptibility

) [12, 13℄. This implies that the dynami s of the

et al.

i al u tuations is lo al, prompting Coleman
one is witnessing a more drasti

rit-

[13, 15℄ to suggest that

variant of non-Fermi-liquid behavior than

in the HertzMillis s enario applied to HFS, where the heavy quasipartiles suer from singular s attering by magneti
riti al point (QCP). In

ontrast, the lo al

heavy quasiparti les themselves, being

f

u tuations at the quantum

riti ality might signal that the

omposite obje ts arising from the

ondu tion ele tron -ele tron intera tion, disintegrate [13, 15℄. Therefore,
one might expe t that the Kondo temperature

TK ,

being a measure of the

binding energy of the quasiparti les, goes to zero at the QCP. In a model
of a lo ally

riti al QPT, a destru tion of the Kondo resonan e has been

suggested whi h leads to

riti al lo al-moment u tuations [16, 17℄.

As a nal, more general point to this introdu tion we remark that, of
ourse, a quantum phase transition is a deli ate phenomenon. On the one
hand, disorder may have pronoun ed ee ts on the transition. Like in

las-

si al phase transitions, inhomogeneities will limit the divergen e of the

or-

relation length

 of the u

tuations. The Harris

riti al exponent of the spe i
parameter

heat

dis ussed above in

riterion [18℄ states that the

(not to be

onfused with the s aling

onjun tion with INS) must be smaller than

zero in order to be irrelevant for a

lassi al phase transition. The elu ida-

tion of disorder ee ts on quantum phase transitions requires
of systems where disorder

areful studies

an be introdu ed in a quantitatively

ontrolled

fashion.
On the other hand, any residual intera tions might break the deli ate balan e between quantum liquid (Fermi liquid) and quantum solid (magneti
order) at the QCP. For instan e, there is in reasing eviden e for magneti
ordering in CeCu6 o

urring around 2 mK [19℄.

sponding (very small) energy s ale of

The presen e of a

orre-

ourse renders quantum u tuations

irrelevant below that energy.
In this paper, we will dis uss re ent experiments on CeCu6

x Aux

whi h

(i) exploration of the u tuations away from the
entration x  0:1, (ii) sear h for u tuations when eld tuning

address the following issues:
riti al

on

a magneti ally ordered system to a magneti
in the related system CeCu6

x Agx

[20℄, and

instability, rst performed

(iii)

sear h for eviden e for a
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Kondo energy s ale that vanishes at the QCP. These points will be ante eded
by a brief introdu tion to the magneti
CeCu6

instability and NFL behavior of

x Aux .

2. Brief review of non-Fermi-liquid features of CeCu6 x Aux
The o
threshold

on entration

in the spe i

x

TN

x Aux

d

x > 0:1 the
x up to x = 1 where the stoi hio-

magnetization [21, 22℄. For

varies linearly with

ompound CeCu5 Au is formed, with the Au atoms

ex lusively o

beyond a

 0:1 was inferred early on from sharp maxima

heat and low-eld

Néel temperature
metri

order in CeCu6

urren e of antiferromagneti

ompletely and

upying the Cu(2) site of the CeCu6 stru ture [23℄ (see Fig. 1).

2.5

TN (K)

2.0

CeCu6-xAux

1.5
1.0
single crystals
polycrystals

0.5
0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

x

Fig. 1. Dependen e of the Néel temperature TN of CeCu6 x Aux on Au on entration x. TN varies linearly between x = x  0:1 and x = 1.
The magneti

stru ture of CeCu6

entrations between

x = 0:15

and

x Aux

x=1

was determined for various

by elasti

on-

neutron s attering [24℄.

x  0:4, the Q ve tor of the in ommensurate stru ture lies in the a 
plane, e.g. Q = (0.625 0 0.275) for x = 0:2, and hardly depends on x [24, 25℄.

However, for x  0:5 in ommensurate order is observed along the a axis,
with Q = (0.59 0 0) for x = 0:5. Assuming a sinusoidal modulation of the

For

magneti

moments, aligned along the easy

axis, we

an estimate an average

 of 0.1 to 0.15 B /Ce atom for x = 0:2, and 0.3 to 0.45
B /Ce atom for x = 0:3. For x = 0:5 and 1,   1B /Ce atom is estimated.
The strong variation of (x) and the hange of Q between x = 0:4 and 0.5
is ontrasted in a remarkable fashion by the simple linear TN (x) dependen e
ordered moment

whi h appears not to be ae ted by either of these features.

(T ) for dierent CeCu6 x Aux alloys for urrent parallel to
the orthorhombi a dire tion. For x < x  0:1, (T ) in reases at the lowest
Fig. 2 shows
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Fig. 2. Ele tri al resistivity

temperatures as

0.2

0.4
0.6
T (K)

a (T )

and

de reasing

0.8

1

 of CeCu6 Au (0  x  0:3) vs temperature T .
x

(T ) = 0 + AT 2 whi

x

h is expe ted for a FL with dominant

quasiparti le-quasiparti le s attering for
for CeCu6 [26℄.

x=0
x = 0.05
x = 0.1
x = 0.15
x = 0.2
x = 0.3

T

! 0 as has been observed before
0:15  x  0:3,

For the magneti ally ordered alloys with

 (T ) (not shown) exhibit
T < TN . These ndings

in terms of the observed magneti

a kink at

TN

and an in rease with

an be qualitatively interpreted [24℄

order,

i.e. (T )

in reases below

urrent dire tions with a non-zero proje tion of the magneti

Q determined from the elasti
For CeCu6
magneti

x Aux

near the

order, an unusual

T

TN

for

ordering ve tor

neutron-s attering data dis ussed above.
riti al

on entration

x = 0:1 for the onset of

dependen e of thermodynami

and magneti

T -linear resistivity shown
above [27℄. Fig. 3 shows C=T vs log T for various x. The kinks or maxima
for x  0:15 signal the onset of magneti order. For x = 0:1 the linear
spe i -heat oe ient depends logarithmi ally on T , C=T = a ln(T0 =T ),
2
between 0.06 and 2.5 K, with a = 0:58 J/molK and T0 = 6.2 K, the latter orresponding to the Kondo temperature TK of pure CeCu6 [26℄. The
magneti sus eptibility  for x = 0:1 was found to vary approximately as
p
  M=B  1 a0 T between 0.08 and 3 K. Here M is the d magnetization
properties has been observed in addition to the
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4

CeCu6-xAux
x=0
x = 0.05
x = 0.1
x = 0.15
x = 0.2
x = 0.3

C/T (J/molK2)

3

2

1

0.04

0.1

1

4

T (K)

Fig. 3. Spe i heat C of CeCu6 x Aux (0
plotted vs T on a logarithmi s ale.
measured in a magneti

et al.

S hröder

eld

B

 x  0:3) divided by temperature T ,

 0.1 T [26℄.

showed that the

(T )

a dierent fun tional dependen e,
0.8 [12℄. This t extends to 7 K,

data

As already mentioned above,
an be des ribed very well by

i.e. (T ) 1 (0) 1
i.e. to well above TK .

= a00 T

with

=

This is surprising

TK .
TN is just tuned

be ause the FL regime in CeCu6 is observed only well below
The abundan e of low-energy magneti
to zero, has been suggested early on to
magneti
linear

T

instability [26℄. However, the
dependen e of



in CeCu6

x Aux

ex itations when

ause the NFL behavior at the

T

ln

dependen e of

at the magneti

C=T

and the

instability have

onstituted a major puzzle ever sin e they were rst reported be ause spin-

C=T =
z = 2) in the limit T ! 0.
In addition, TN should depend on the ontrol parameter Æx = x
x or
Æp = p p as T j Æ j with  = z=(d + z 2) = z=(z + 1) for d = 3 [8℄,
while for CeCu6 x Aux   1 for both Æx [26℄ and Æp [3℄ is found. However, 2D

pT

u tuation theories for 3D itinerant fermion systems predi t [8, 9℄

0

and

  T 3=2

riti al u tuations

for antiferromagnets (

oupled to quasiparti les with 3D dynami s do indeed

lead to the observed behavior

 = 1 as pointed out by Ros

h

C=T

 lnT ,   T

et al. [10℄.

A detailed investigation right at the

Sto kert

et al.

[11℄ showed that the

riti al

and

TN

on entration

 j Æ j, i.e.

x

= 0:1

by

riti al u tuations as measured with
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(c)
1

x=0.2
hω=0.15 meV

-1 -0.5 0 0.5
(h0 0 l)

1

Inelasti neutron s attering s ans in the re ipro al a  plane of
x Aux for (a) x = 0 with an energy transfer ~! = 0.15 meV, (b) x = 0:1,
~! = 0:10 meV, and ( ) x = 0:2, ~! = 0:15 meV. Data were taken at the triple axis
spe trometers IN 12 (x = 0) and IN 14 (x = 0:1; 0:2) at the ILL Grenoble. The
individual s ans are shifted by 100 ounts (x = 0; 0:2) or 150 ounts (x = 0:1) with
respe t to ea h other. S ans along (2:8  0 l) for x = 0:2 are symmetry equivalent
to (1:2 0 l) s ans (x = 0; 0:1).

Fig. 4.
CeCu6

1

Neutron intensity

QL (rlu)

0.5

0

−0.5

−1
1.0

(c)

(a)

(b)

x=0

x=0.1
1.2
1.4
QH (rlu)

1.6 1.0

1.2
1.4
QH (rlu)

x=0.2
1.6 2.4

2.6
2.8
QH (rlu)

3.0

Fig. 5. Gray-s ale ontours of inelasti neutron s attering intensity in the a 
plane for the data of Fig. 4(a)( ). The dashed lines in ( ) indi ate the dire tion
into whi h the dynami orrelations extend in the a  plane.
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an energy transfer of 0.10 meV by INS lie in the
from a large number of s ans in the

a 

a  plane.

This is inferred

plane, some of whi h are shown

in Fig. 4(b). Hen e the dynami al stru ture fa tor

S (q; ~!

= 0.10 meV) has

the form of rods as indi ated by the bright regions in the false
of Fig. 5(b). The 3D ordering Bragg peaks for
the rods for
ordering.

x = 0:1 [24℄ whi

h therefore

x = 0:15; 0:2

olor plots

and 0.3 fall on

an be viewed as pre ursors of 3D

3. Magneti u tuations away from the riti al on entration
What happens to the
i al

on entration

i.e.

x

riti al u tuations if one moves away from the

? The investigation of magneti

not too far from the QCP, has in fa t a long history [28, 29℄.

shows s ans along the

dire tion in the re ipro al

0.2, together with the previous data for

x = 0:1

rit-

u tuations in CeCu6 ,
Fig. 4

a  plane for x = 0, and

for

omparison. The u -

tuations as measured with an energy transfer of 0.15 meV persist on both
sides of the QCP, albeit mu h broader in

q

spa e, as might be expe ted.

Overall, they look rather symmetri  about the QCP. This might be

om-

heat (Fig. 3) where the data for x = 0:05, just below
x , are almost undistinguishable from those for x = 0:1 while the data for
x = 0:15, just above x , learly show the magneti transition at 0.08 K, with

pared with the spe i

pre ursor ee ts being visible already at 0.5 K as an upward deviation from

C=T

the

x

=0

 ln(T0 =T ) behavior.

x

= 0:1
x = 0:1

, viz.

and 0.2, the data look nearly symmetri  with respe t to

the upward deviation of the

TN

Moving further away from

x

= 0:2

(T0 =T )
x=0

data from the ln

orresponds to the downward deviation of the

agreement with the neutron data.
An important observation is that the pe uliar

data, in qualitative

q dependen

e of the u -

tuations, ni knamed rods [11℄ or buttery [13℄ persists to
well as to

x

=0

(see Fig. 5).

:

urve above

x

= 0:2

as

We note that the present data for CeCu6

have been taken with mu h higher resolution than the previous data [28, 29℄.
However, all data are
resolution into a

ompatible with ea h other, taking the dieren e in

ount. The fa t that the rod/buttery stru ture of

riti-

al u tuations in CeCu5:9 Au0:1 is present in pure CeCu6 as well, rules out
disorder as an origin of this remarkable feature of the quantum phase transition in CeCu6

x Aux .

That disorder does not qualitatively ae t the QPT

has already been inferred from the fa t that pressure tuning the Néel tem-

x = 0:2 and 0.3 leads to the same spe i -heat behavior
riti al pressure p of about 4 and 8 kbar, respe al (within the a ura y of measurement) oe ients a

perature to zero for

C=T

= aln(T0 =T )

tively, with identi
and

T0

[1℄.

at the
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x

715

Aux

4. Magneti u tuations at the eld-tuned transition for x = 0:2
As just mentioned, tuning a magneti ally ordered CeCu6
the QCP by hydrostati
heat at

p

riti al Au

T

dependen e at the

x

= 0:1

riti al pressure [30℄. This strongly suggests that

u tuation spe trum under pressure may be similar to that of

at ambient pressure. However, when applying a magneti

suppress the in ommensurate antiferromagnetism for
and resistivity

an be des ribed quite a

=

0

T 0:5

and

  T 1:5

. Here

x = 0:2,

eld to

spe i

heat

urately [30℄ by the standard 3D

SCR theory [9℄ when the eld rea hes the

C=T

x = 0:1 at
x = 0:2 exhibits a

on entration

ambient pressure. Likewise, the ele tri al resistivity for
linear

alloy to

pressure yields the same behavior for the spe i

as for an alloy with the

the magneti

x Aux

B

riti al eld

B

= 0:42

T,

i.e.

was determined unambiguously

by the vanishing of the intensity of the magneti

ree tions [30℄.

100

Counts/mon (≈25min)

(a)

CeCu5.8Au0.2
B = 0.35 T
(1.38 0 1.74)

80

T = 0.06 K
T=5K

60

40

20
-0.4 -0.2

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
hω (meV)

1

1

(b)

Γ/2 = kT

Γ (meV)

0.8
B = 0.15 T
B = 0.35 T

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

CeCu5.8Au0.2
(1.38 0 1.74)
0

1

2

3
T (K)

4

5

Fig. 6. (a) Neutron s attering fun tion S (q; ~! ) of CeCu0:8 Au0:2 , in an applied
magneti eld B = 0:35 at q = (0.138 0 1.74) for two temperatures. (b) Line
width (FWHM) as a fun tion of T for two elds B = 0.35 and 0.15 T. Fits are
Lorentzians, orresponding to = 1.
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Shown in Fig. 6(a) is

S (q; ~!) at q = (0.138 0 1.74) for two dierent temi.e. lose to B . The ts orrespond

peratures. The applied eld was 0.35 T,
to Lorentzians

onvoluted with the Gaussian shaped energy resolution of

the triple-axis spe trometer IN 12 at the ILL Grenoble, where the data were
taken. The data are
would

learly

=1

orrespond to

ompatible with a Lorentzian lineshape whi h

in the dynami al sus eptibility. Hen e these data

support our previous interpretation [30℄, based on ma ros opi
nami

thermody-

and transport measurements, that a magneti -eld indu ed instability

in the in ommensurate antiferromagnet CeCu5:8 Au0:2 leads to u tuations
that are well a

ounted for by the standard HertzMillisMoriya model [79℄.

Fig. 6(b) shows the linewidth

S (q; ~!), as a fun T , supporting

T

that

is the only relevant energy s ale and hen e that one is indeed dealing

T

for two elds

B

(FWHM) as derived from

tion of

= 0.35 T and 0.15 T.

s ales with

with a quantum phase transition. It is interesting to note that even far away
from

B

,

has not

hanged within the (rather large) error bars. Only be-

low 0.15 T does the linewidth in rease

onsiderably. Unfortunately, be ause

of the required s attering geometry, with the s attering ve tor in the
plane and the eld applied along the (easy)

a 

dire tion, the use of a hori-

zontal magnet was ne essary whi h eliminated the possibility to investigate
the

q dependen

e of

S (q; ~!).

5. Tuning of the Kondo temperature in CeCu6 x Aux
The Kondo temperature TK is well dened for a single isolated magneti
impurity in a metalli
CeCu6 whi h

an in

host only.

It is well known that in a HFS su h as

ertain aspe ts be viewed as a Kondo latti e,

TK will be

renormalized be ause of the intera tions between Kondo impurities. Here
we adopt the pragmati

point of view that

TK

binding energy of the heavy quasiparti les.

in a HFS presents the mean
Well below

TK ,

in a latti e

with translational symmetry, these quasiparti les will be eigenstates of the
periodi

potential, strongly modied by ele tron-ele tron intera tions. This

gives rise to a maximum
the onset of latti e

max of the resistivity (T ) in many HFS, signaling

oheren e of the quasiparti les. The temperature of this

oheren e maximum is therefore usually

alled

oheren e temperature

T oh .

Again, CeCu6 presents a textbook example of a HFS derived from Kondo
physi s. First, the spe i
tration

1:6

y, indi
2

J/moleK

impurity
numerous

heat of La1

ating that the large linear spe i

s ales with the Ce
heat

oe ient

on en-

= C=T 

an be viewed as a simple superposition of individual Kondo

ontributions [32℄, although one has to bear in mind that there are
ounter examples where su h a s aling does not hold. Se ond,

an be tuned by hydrostati

TK

y Cey Cu6

pressure be ause it depends sensitively on

 exp( 1=N (EF )J ) where N (EF) is the (unrenormalized)

TK
J,

ondu tion
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ele tron density of states at the Fermi level. For CeCu6 , the ele tri al re-

max under pressure, s ales reasonably well
T and p [32℄, implying the presen e of an
and TK .

sistivity, normalized to its value
with

T=T oh

over a wide range of

T oh

intimate relation between
Be ause

TK

is not well dened for a HFS and, in addition, is not easy

to determine unambiguously, we adopt the view that the very presen e of a

x Au6

oheren e maximum in CeCu6

implies the existen e of a nite Kondo

energy. This qualitative assessment is independent of exa tly how the Kondo

x

temperature depends on

p

or

attempt to quantitively evaluate

and therefore mu h more robust than an

TK .
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Fig. 7. (a) Ele tri al resistivity =max of CeCu6 x Aux vs T=Tmax. max and Tmax
denote the (T ) maximum. (b) Tmax (left s ale) and TN (right s ale) vs x. Open
ir le denotes upper limit of Tmax for x = 0:2.

(T=Tmax )=max for dierent x. Here
Tmax is the temperature where the maximum max o urs. For 0  x  0:15
Shown in Fig. 7(a) is the resistivity

a resistan e maximum is

learly resolved. The resistivity maximum presents

a

onsidering dierent alloys, is also ae ted by the

rossover whi h, when

magnitude of the residual resistivity
ourse strongly depends on

x.

0

and disorder s attering, whi h of

Tmax and not by T oh .
(T=Tmax )max as seen in CeCu6

It is thus denoted by

We therefore do not expe t a s aling of
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under pressure. In addition, the onset of magneti

order, with its pronoun ed

x>
Tmax < TK , leading
Fig. 7(a). Tmax vs x is

ee t on transport [24℄, pre ludes the observation of a maximum for

0:2

.

For

x

= 0:2

, an upper bound

to the position of the
shown in Fig. 7(b).

x

= 0:2

an be given by

data as indi ated in

The main point to note is the smooth, nearly linear

Tmax whi h appears to vanish at x  0:16. In parti ular, no
Tmax (x) o urs in the vi inity of the QCP at x = 0:1. We
on lude that be ause Tmax remains nite, a fortiori TK must remain nite
as well, whatever the exa t relation between Tmax and the binding energy

de rease of

anomaly of

of quasiparti les may be. Hen e it appears that the lo al energy s ale whi h
has been suggested to vanish in re ently proposed s enarios [13, 15℄ of the
QPT in CeCu6
the

x Aux , is not dire

tly related to

TK .

Work on pressure tuning

oheren e temperature of an initially magneti ally ordered CeCu5:8 Au0:2

alloy is in progress.

6. Con lusion
Although CeCu6
tures evolve

x Aux

has been studied for a number of years, new fea-

ontinuously as this prototype NFL system is probed in depth.

The existen e of the

omplex

q dependen

e of the magneti

its expression in pre ursor ee ts with the same

q dependen

u tuations nds
e in pure CeCu6 ,

showing that disorder is not relevant for this feature. On the other hand, the
observed swit hing of the temporal response of the u tuations to a more
onventional behavior at the eld-tuned QCP,
ing at the QCP in zero magneti

eld,

ompared to anomalous s al-

alls for an explanation. Likewise,

the sear h for a relevant lo al low-energy s ale that vanishes at the QCP
must be

ontinued.

of CeCu6

x Aux

Finally, an all-important issue is whether the physi s

presents a singular

ase, or whether it is a respresentative

of a more general behavior akin to strongly
QCP, as suggested,
YbRh2 Si2 [33℄.

orrelated ele tron systems at a
and transport measurements on

Therefore, the sear h for new systems and their thorough

investigations, is a

The inelasti

e.g. by thermodynami

hallenging task for the future.

neutron s attering experiments were

arried out at the

Institut Laue-Langevin Grenoble. We are grateful for the possibility to perform these experiments and for te hni al support. We thank the Deuts he
Fors hungsgemeins haft for nan ial support. This work was also supported
by the European S ien e Foundation within the progam of Fermi liquid instabilities in

orrelated metals (FERLIN).
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